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ANALYSIS OF LOCALLY STABILIZED MIXED FINITE
ELEMENT METHODS FOR THE STOKES PROBLEM

NASSERDINE KECHKAR AND DAVID SILVESTER

Abstract. In this paper, a locally stabilized finite element formulation of the

Stokes problem is analyzed. A macroelement condition which is sufficient for

the stability of (locally stabilized) mixed methods based on a piecewise con-

stant pressure approximation is introduced. By satisfying this condition, the

stability of the Q\- Pq, quadrilateral, and the P\-Pq triangular element, can

be established.

1. Introduction

The development of stable finite element methods for the Stokes equations is

a fundamental component in the search for efficient numerical methods for solv-

ing the Navier-Stokes equations governing the flow of an incompressible fluid.
For a primitive variable formulation, the importance of ensuring the compatibil-
ity of the component approximations of velocity and pressure by satisfying the
so-called "Babuska-Brezzi stability condition" is widely understood. In particu-

lar, it is well known that conforming low-order elements like the Pi-Pq (linear

velocity, constant pressure) triangle are not stable. This impinges on efficiency,
since the simple logic and regular data structure associated with low-order fi-
nite element methods make them particularly attractive on modern vector and

parallel processing architectures.
The stability of the mixed approximations has become crucially important

with the advent of "fast" iterative solution algorithms, for example, based on
multigrid or preconditioned conjugate gradient iterations. Numerical experi-
ments show that in the solution of the Stokes or Navier-Stokes equations, en-

suring stability is essential if a reasonable rate of convergence of such iterations
is to be achieved. For details, see the recent work of Verfürth [16], and Bramble
and Pasciak [4].

Recently, regularizations of the discrete Stokes formulation have been devel-
oped as a means of overcoming the problem of incompatible mixed approxi-
mations. The idea of such a regularization was first proposed by Brezzi and
Pitkäranta [5] in the context of the Pi-Pi triangular element. Subsequently,

Hughes and Franca [9] derived a discrete Stokes formulation which ensured the
stability of arbitrary mixed approximations. For a discontinuous pressure ap-
proximation, this stability is achieved by introducing a pressure jump operator
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into the discrete formulation. For low-order approximations, the only price to
pay for having universal stability is that the jump operator must control pres-
sure jumps across all internal interelement edges. This makes the Hughes and

Franca formulation awkward to implement, since a nonstandard element as-

sembly algorithm is required. We note that this limitation also applies to the
absolutely stable formulation recently proposed by Douglas and Wang [6].

Numerically, there is evidence (see, for example, [14]) to suggest that a more
robust way of stabilizing a mixed method based on discontinuous pressure is

to modify the "global" jump operator of Hughes and Franca, so as to restrict
the jumps in pressure in a "local" sense. In [14] we refer to the original and
the modified formulations as global jump and local jump stabilizations, respec-

tively. The precise definitions are given in the next section. A key feature
of a local jump stabilization is that a conventional macroelement implementa-
tion is possible, so that the modified methods can be directly implemented into
element-by-element iterative solution techniques.

In this paper we aim to derive a general method of analysis for such lo-
cally stabilized mixed approximations. At the heart of the analysis is a local
"macroelement condition," which is sufficient for the overall stability of the
method. The use of such a macroelement condition as a means of verifying the
Babuska-Brezzi stability inequality is standard practice (see, for example, Gi-

rault and Raviart [7, p. 129]. The basic idea was first introduced by Boland and
Nicolaides [3], and independently by Stenberg [15]. For ease of notation, and
to keep the paper brief, we will confine our attention to the Qi-Po (bilinear ve-
locity, constant pressure) quadrilateral, and the Pi-Po triangular element. The
generalization of our analysis to cover higher-order locally stabilized methods,
and three-dimensional tetrahedral and hexahedral elements, is straightforward.

An outline of the paper is as follows. In §2 the global and the locally stabilized
Stokes formulations are defined. In §3 the macroelement condition, which is the
key to stability, is introduced, and error estimates for the two locally stabilized

methods are obtained. By comparing these estimates with those of the globally
stabilized method, the improved robustness of the local stabilization approach
is justified theoretically.

2. Stabilized Stokes formulations

With the usual notation, i.e., defining the velocity and pressure spaces by V =

[H¿(Q)]2 and P = Lq(Q) , respectively, the classical variational formulation of
the Stokes equation (cf. [7, p. 82]) is: find u e V and p e P such that

(gradu,gradv)-Q?,divv) = (f, v)   VveV,

( ' ' (<?,divu) = 0        Vî eP,

where (•, •) denotes the usual L2 inner product.
Introducing the generalized bilinear form

(2.2) &((u,p) ; (v, q)) = (gradu, gradv) - (p, divv) - (q, divu)

and the linear functional

(2.3) ^(v,<7) = (f,v),

we can recast the Stokes formulation (2.1) as: find (u, p) e V x P such that

(2.4) <%((u,p);(v,q))=^(y,q)   \/(v,q)e\xP.
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(2.7) *i(*) = {

Finite element subspaces of V and P are characterized by xn, a partitioning

of Q into triangles or quadrilaterals, assumed to be regular in the usual sense,
i.e., for some a and co with a > 1 and 0 < œ < 1,

(2.5) hK<apK   VKe-ch,

(2.6) |cos0iA:| <«,        i = 1, 2, 3, 4, VK e th ,

where hx is the diameter of element K, pK is the diameter of the inscribed
circle of element K, and 6m are the angles of K in the case of a quadrilateral
partitioning. The mesh parameter h is given by h = max(hx), and the set of
all interelement boundaries will be denoted by Tn .

The finite element subspaces of interest in this paper are defined by setting

Pi(K)    if AT is triangular,

Q\(K)   if Ä" is quadrilateral,

giving the continuous piecewise (bi)linear velocity subspace

(2.8) VA = {v = («,, tij) € [H0l(ü)]2 ; v¡lK e R^K), i = 1, 2, V* € rn}

and the piecewise constant pressure subspace

(2.9) Ph = {q e L2(Ci) ; q]K € P0(K), VÄ" e xh}.

We note that neither of these methods are stable in the standard Babuska-

Brezzi sense; the P-Po triangle "locks" on regular grids (since there are more
discrete incompressibility constraints than velocity degrees of freedom), the

Öl-Po quadrilateral is the most infamous example of an unstable mixed meth-
od, as elucidated by Sani et al. [13].

With the choices of \n and P,t, above, a globally stabilized discrete formu-

lation of the Stokes problem (cf. [9]) is: find un e VA and pt, e Pn such
that

(gradu/,, gradv) - (pn , divv) = (f, v)   Vv e VA ,

(2-10) (q,diyun) + ß Y, he ííPhMQhds = 0 VqePh,
ezrh     Je

where \>\ is the jump operator across e e Tn and ß > 0 is the "global"
stabilization parameter.

Given any subdivision tn , a macroelement partitioning Jfh may be defined
such that each macroelement M is a connected set of adjoining elements from
xn . Every element K must lie in exactly one macroelement, which implies

that macroelements do not overlap. For each M, the set of interelement edges
which are strictly in the interior of M will be denoted by Tm ■ Furthermore,
the length of edge e e TM is denoted by he.

With these additional definitions a locally stabilized discrete formulation of
the Stokes problem (2.1) can be stated: find un e V/, and pn e Pn such that

(graduA, gradv) - (ph , divv) = (f, v)   Vv e \h,

(2-11) (q,divuh) + ß Y,   Yhe l^lelqhds= 0   VqePh,

where [\'Je is the jump operator across e e Tm and ß > 0 is the "local"
stabilization parameter.
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Figure 1
Reference and arbitrary (ßi-Po) macroelements

A general framework for analyzing the locally stabilized formulation (2.11)
can be developed using the notion of equivalence classes of macroelements. As

in Stenberg [15], each equivalence class, denoted by %M, contains macroele-

ments which are topologically equivalent to a reference macroelement M. To

illustrate the idea, two practical examples of locally stabilized mixed approxi-

mations are given below.

Example 2.1. The first example is the standard Qi-Po approximation pair. A

locally stabilized formulation (2.11) can be constructed in this case, if xh is
such that the elements can be grouped into 2x2 macroelements, with the

reference macroelement M and an arbitrary M € <£M as illustrated in Figure

1 (there is only one equivalence class in this case).
An obvious way of constructing such a partitioning in practice is to form the

grid Th by uniformly refining a coarse grid J?n , for example, by joining the

mid-edge points.

Example 2.2. The triangular P\ - Po approximation pair can similarly be stabi-

lized if the partitioning xn is constructed such that the elements can be grouped
into disjoint macroelements, all consisting of four elements, as illustrated in

Figure 2.

A

M M

Figure 2
Reference and arbitrary (Px-P0) macroelements
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The stability of these mixed methods for the macroelement partitionings de-
fined above are formally established in the next section.

3. Stability of the locally stabilized Stokes formulation

For a macroelement M the restricted pressure space is given by

(3.1) P0,m = {qe Ll(M) ; q\K is constant VÄ" c M}.

Defining a symmetric bilinear form %(•, •), which is defined on Pnx Pn, by

(3.2) &h(r,q)=  £   £ K Í MeMeds,
Mejfh eerM     Je

we first prove a local coercivity result for the form %?m(•, •) which is the re-

striction of %(•, •) to a macroelement M, i.e.,

&M(r,q)= Y he I l'MQÍeds.
eerM    Je

Lemma 3.1. Let ê'g be a class of macroelements. Then there is a positive con-

stant yM = y(M) such that

(3.3) %M(q,q)>yM\\q\\l,M   V? e P0,m

holds for every M e %M.

Proof. Consider first a fixed M e S'g . From the definition of Wm we note that

%M(q, q) -0 if and only if q\M is a constant. Hence, the constant y m defined
through

y m =     inf    %M(q, q)

\\9\\o,m=\

is positive. Next, by virtue of a scaling argument (cf. [15, Lemma 3.1]), the
regularity conditions (2.5) and (2.6) ensure that there is a constant y g such

that

VM>yM>0  VMe%,

which implies (3.3).   D

Let us assume now that there is a fixed set of classes ^q , i = 1, ... , n,
M¡

n > 1, such that every macroelement M eJ?n belongs to one of the equivalence

classes.

Following [15], we define Wn to be the L2 projection from Pn onto the

subspace

(3.4) Qn = {p e L^(Q) ; p\M is constant VAf € Jth}.

A direct consequence of the lemma is the following "global" inequality:

(3.5) %(q,q)>axW(I-nn)q\\l   VqePh,

where a\ = min{yQ ,  i = 1,..., n} and is independent of h .
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The locally stabilized formulation (2.11) can be written in the general form:

given ß > 0, find ah e\„, pn e Pn such that

(3.6) &h((uh,ph);(v,q))=&(v,q)   V(v, q) e \h x Ph,

where

(3 7) <@h({uh » Ph) ; (▼, 9)) = (graduA , gradv) - (pn , divv)

-(q,divun)-ßn(ph,q).

The main result of the paper is now stated and proved.

Theorem 3.1. Given a stabilization parameter ß > ß0 > 0, suppose that every

macroelement M e^n belongs to one of the equivalence classes £~ , and that

the following macroelement connectivity condition is valid: for any two neighbor-

ing macroelements M\ and M2 with ¡M nM ds ^ 0 there exists v e \n such

that

(3.8) suppvc Mx L)M2   and    /        v-nds^0.
JM¡ C\M2

Then, assuming that u e [H2(Çl)]2 and p e H[(il), there exists a constant C,
independent of ß, such that we have the error estimate

(3.9) ||u - nA||, + \\p-ph\\o < Ch(\u\2 + \p\i).

Proof. Following Babuska [1], we first establish the existence of a constant a >

0, independent of ß , such that for all (v, q) e \n x Pn

<3-io>        "" ^!l»liglw,r>)^(H.+ii*)-
(w,r)6V»xPj ||W||l + ||r||0

To this end, let (v, q) e VAxPA and «i be as above. Because of the condition

(3.8) (cf. [15, Lemma 3.3]), there exist a positive constant a2 , independent of
h , and ageVA satisfying

(3.11) (Y\hq, divg) = Hüglig   and   ||g||, < a2\\Uhq\W

If w e y h and r e Ph are now chosen such that w = y-ôg and r = -q , where

(3.12) s = ±(l + —
«a V      qia>o,

then it follows that

&h((\,q);(*,r))

= (Vv, Vv) - ¿(Vv, Vg) + 8(q, divg) + ß%(q, q)

>M?-*Milili+*(n*ff,divi)

-S((nh-I)q,diyi)+aiß\\(I-Uh)q\\l

>Mí-^2Milin*ffllo+¿lin*«llS
- ôa2\\(I - nA)í||o||n^||o + aJo\\(I - nh)q\\2

>^\2-^\\nhq\\l + S\\Uhq\\20

S2a2 un „ii2 ,  alÈ\\\,r    n \„ii2
2a, #o

|nAÍ||0 + -ipii(/-nA)ír||á,
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that is,

^h((y,q)\(vi,r))>^\2 + ^\\nhq\\20 + ^\\(I-nh)q\\2,

i.e., there is a positive constant K\ , independent of ß , such that

(3.13) ^((▼,í);(w,r))>Ki(|M|1 + ||í||o)2.

On the other hand,

(3.14) IN|i + ||r||o<JC2(|M|i + ||i||o)

for some positive constant k2 .

Finally, combining (3.13) and (3.14) establishes inequality (3.10) with a =
K{/k2, independent of ß .

Below, Ci, C2, Cj,... will be used to denote constants which are inde-
pendent of h and ß . In the first instance, we let ü denote the interpolant of

u in \n , and p the interpolant of p in Pn . Then, for all (v, q) e \n x Pa ,

&h((uh-ü,ph-p); (v,q))

= <%h((uh , p„) ; (v, q)) -¿%((ü,p) ; (v, q)) + ß%(p, q)

= ^((u,p);(y,q))-^((ü,p);(y,q)) + ß%(p,q)

(using (2.4) and (3.6))

(3.15) = <%((*-*, p - p); (y, q)) + ß%(p, q).

Using the stability inequality (3.10) in the usual way gives

K-ä||i + l|PA-p||o

<Ci    ||u - u||, + ltp-/% + )? sup %(p,q)

V llillo=l

In order to estimate the jump term in (3.16), note that, since we assume that

p e Hl(Cl), we have &f,(p, q) = 0 \/q e Pn. Using the triangle and Schwarz
inequalities (and making use of the regularity conditions (2.5) and (2.6)) then
gives

%(p,q) = %(p-p,q)

<C2\ThK [   \p-p\2ds)      \ThK[\q\2ds
\K€n      J™ j       V*6t*      J*x

where dK refers to an element edge, and by a scaling argument (cf. [2, Lemma
1])

1/2

¡TA*/   \q\2ds)      <C3\\q\\0,
FTr. JdK )

\K^h

implying that

1/2

sup   «Á
qePh

ll«llo=l

(p,q)<C2C3\YhK Í   \P-P\2ds)
W*     JdK )
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Substituting into (3.16), and applying the triangle inequality in the usual way,
gives

I|u-«aIIi + lb-PaHo

(3.17)
< C4 j ||« - â||i + lb - Pilo + ßCs I Y hK jQK \P - p\2 ds I

with constants C4 = 1 + Ci and C5 = CiC2C3/(l + d).
Using a further scaling argument (cf. [2, Lemma 3]) then gives the estimate

1/2

<C6A|p|i,

\Kerh

implying an optimal error estimate (3.9) except that the constant depends on ß
(which implies that the approximation becomes increasingly inaccurate as ß is

increased).
To see that the method does not actually behave in this way, consider re-

placing the interpolant p in (3.15) by p, the L2 projection of p into Qn,

giving

I - -  \
(3.18) ||ua-ü||i + ||/>a-p||o< Ci    ||u - ü||i + ||p-p||o + £   sup   %(p, q)    .

\ i£P>,
V ll«llo=l /

In this case, we have Wn(p, q) = 0 Vq e Pn , implying the error estimate

(3.19) ||u - uaIIi + lb -PaIIo < C4(||u -i||i + \\p -p\\o).

Combining (3.17) with (3.19) gives the "optimal error estimate"

II«-«aHi + lb-PaHo

(
< c4 u- u i +min <

V
Wp-Ph + ßcJjTfo [ b-Pl2^)

\K€i„        JdK j

1/2

Hp-pIIo

proving that (3.9) is meaningful even in the limit of arbitrarily large ß .   D

A feature of the proof of the theorem is the fact that it establishes the va-
lidity of the local stabilization approach with an arbitrarily large stabilization
parameter. The method behaves like a constant pressure approximation over

the macroelement in this case. It is easily seen that global stabilization meth-
ods will not be as robust, i.e., the constant in the error estimate in [9] tends to
infinity as the "global" stabilization parameter is increased. In our other pub-

lications [11, 14], the numerical performance of the locally stabilized methods
above is compared with that of the analogous globally stabilized methods of [9],
and the inferior robustness of the globally stabilized methods is discussed in
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detail. The crucial point is made that when using a locally stabilized method,
the magnitude of ß can be tuned to improve the rate of convergence of the
iterative solver, without adversely affecting accuracy.

Corollary 3.1. Constructing a grid of ßi-Po quadrilaterals such that the refer-

ence macroelement M and an arbitrary M e £~ are as illustrated in Figure

1, leads to a stable mixed approximation satisfying the optimal error estimate

(3.20) ||u-UA||i + |b-PAllo<0(A).

We note that the reference 2x2 macroelement is the obvious choice, since it
is the smallest patch of elements which satisfies the macroelement connectivity
condition (3.8).

Remark 3.1. The corresponding three-dimensional element is the ßi-Po (tri-
linear velocity, constant pressure) hexahedron, which can be stabilized locally
over a 2x2x2 macroelement. Further details can be found in [10, Chap-
ter 3].

Remark 3.2. The stability of the 2x2 macroelement above is not surpris-
ing, since it is well known that the standard Qi-Po method can be rendered

stable over a grid of 2 x 2 rectangular macroelements by excluding the local
"checkerboard" pressure component from the pressure space (see for example,
Gunzburger [8, p. 30]).

A similar stabilization of the ßi-Po method above (also based on a 2 x
2 macroelement construction), has earlier been proposed by Pitkäranta and
Saarinen in [12]. Their method corresponds to (3.6) with a fên defined by

(3.21) %(r,q) = (Whr,Whq),

where Yich denotes the orthogonal projection onto the space spanned by the

checkerboard functions. For details see [12]. We note that the error estimate
for the Pitkäranta and Saarinen method is identical to that above. The maip
advantage of our method is that it seems to be more straightforward to imple-
ment.

Corollary 3.2. Constructing a grid of P\ - P0 triangles such that all the macroele-

ments are equivalent to the reference macroelement M illustrated in Figure 2,
also leads to a stable mixed approximation satisfying the optimal error estimate

(3.20).
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